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FIA renews partnership with EDF
The Fédération Internationale de l’Automobile (FIA) has announced the renewal of its partnership
with EDF, as an Official Technical Supplier. This will ensure continued collaboration until 2020,
with the partnership having begun in 2014.
As a leader on research issues surrounding electric vehicles, batteries and charging systems, EDF will
continue its work with the FIA on research and audit tests of propulsion, charging, and safety in motor
sport.
The work is currently aimed at the FIA Formula E Championship, FIA World Endurance Championship,
and other FIA competitions. The FIA and EDF experts will continue to share information and best practices
on the training of emergency personnel, electric vehicle safety standards, and the assessment of batteries
on EDF’s state-of-the-art test bench, which is capable of testing very powerful batteries.
Gilles Simon, FIA Technical Director said: "Since its beginning in 2014, this partnership has resulted in
significant progress on the application of emerging technologies to battery units, engines, charging
systems, safety standards and regulations, as well as infrastructure. The FIA wishes to continue this
development with EDF, in order to explore these new technologies even further.”
Bernard Salha, Senior Executive Vice President Head of Research & Development at EDF, and Bruno
Crescent, who instigated this partnership, added: “The extension of this agreement between EDF and the
FIA will allow us to build on the important progress that we have made over the last three years. Being
involved in R&D at the highest level of motor sport enables us to contribute to the emergence of the most
innovative technologies. This is key for us at a time when new uses of electric energy are being developed.
These innovations will significantly influence the development of electric mobility on the consumer market.”
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About EDF
A key player in energy transition, the EDF Group is an integrated electricity company, active in all areas of the business:
generation, transmission, distribution, energy supply and trading, energy services. A global leader in low-carbon energies, the
Group has developed a diversified generation mix based on nuclear power, hydropower, new renewable energies and thermal
energy. The Group is involved in supplying energy and services to approximately 35.1 million customers, of which 25.4 million in
France. The Group generated consolidated sales of €70 billion in 2017. EDF is listed on the Paris Stock Exchange.
About the FIA
The Fédération Internationale de l'Automobile (FIA) is the governing body for world motor sport and the federation of the world’s
leading mobility organisations. Founded in 1904, with headquarters in Paris and Geneva, the FIA is a non-profit organisation. It
brings together 246 member organisations from 145 countries on five continents. Its Member Clubs represent over 80 million road
users and their families. The FIA promotes safe, sustainable and accessible mobility for all road users around the world. Further
details can be found at www.fia.com
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